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There was no such thing as a “New World” when explorer Jean de Léry coined the phrase in 

reference to the Americas in the 1550s.1 Rather, the lands that we now know as comprising the territory of 

the United States were old worlds peopled by hundreds of indigenous societies with populations reaching 

close to five million.2 European explorers and colonists – foreigners in what to them were uncharted lands 

– had to recognize and navigate the indigenous communities with which they came into contact. So too did 

the peoples of African descent who found themselves tossed about the waves of a terrifying ocean below the 

decks of slave ships. When African people were dispersed around the world through the vehicle of the 

brutal trans-Atlantic slave trade, they landed not just in the Old World of Europe proper, and not just in 

Spanish, English, Dutch, and French colonial settlements in present-day U.S., Canada, Mexico and the 

Caribbean, but also in the ancient cultures and communities of Native North America. The social, spatial, 

political and cultural formations of already present indigenous American people were complex, long-

standing, and like those in all human societies, changeable. People of African descent who found themselves 

in Native American spaces faced the necessity of interpreting peoples and cultures that were not African and 
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not European, but that in many cases, were drastically changing as a result of the European presence. 

African American history in the space that is Native America yields new information and deeper 

understanding about the diversity, dignity, and resilience of black community life on this land. 

Across the eastern seaboard, into the Deep South, and even in the West, black and native people 

met in a series of encounters that became consequential for the story of African American life. In the 

English colonies of Virginia and South Carolina established in the 1600s, black people were enslaved along 

with Native Americans on tobacco, rice, and indigo plantations and farms.3 In Puritan New England, 

enslaved black men were brought onto farms and into households were native women labored as 

indentured servants; these men and women formed couples that would alter the makeup of indigenous 

villages of the Pequots, Mashpees, Narragansetts, and Wampanoags. Black and native men worked whaling 

ships together, further diversifying the native communities back on land.4 In the aftermath of the 

catastrophic conflict between British and native people known as King Philip’s (or Metacom’s) War (1675) 

captive indigenous men were sold into slavery on ships that crossed the Atlantic to the Caribbean and 

Europe.5 In French and British colonial Detroit of the 1700s, enslaved people from the Sioux, Pawnee, 

Ottawa and other nations stood alongside Africans as they worked the ships that plied the dangerous Great 

Lakes and packed weighty bundles of beaver skins for the lucrative fur trade. As the centuries passed and the 

concept of racial hierarchy hardened, as systems of American slavery solidified and white settlers pushed 

ever farther into indigenous land bases, thousands of African-descended people entered the towns of 

Cherokees, Creeks, Chickasaws and Seminoles in the Southeast; these southern Indian nations would, to 

varying degrees, develop plantations of their own cultivated by black men and women held as slaves.  

Often we refer in shorthand to a configuration called “the black community,” and black people in 

the U.S. do indeed share a common narrative with bold outlines that draw individuals together into an 

unceasing drama of trial and triumph. But when we begin to define the chapters of that narrative and 

examine the fine print on each page, African America is illuminated as a richly variegated population in 
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ways that scholars and artists are continuing to trace. Gender, class, region, ethnicity, color, sexuality, and 

religion are the predominant categorical lenses through which we analyze African American diversity. An 

additional lens should be indigeneity – given that a significant proportion of the black population possesses 

native “roots,” which I am defining broadly here as: a.) historical patterns of experience within native 

societies, b.) ancestral and family ties with Indian people, and c.) persistent cultural narratives and 

mythologies about both of the above (such as the often vocalized belief in – forgive me – the “black 

community” that long straight hair is a sign of Indian “blood”). Today, those native roots within the black 

population have grown into far flung, thick-leaved trees in the South, Oklahoma, New England, California, 

and almost anywhere that a conversation is opened about black families and their oral histories. How many 

times have you heard an older black family member, or a friend, or students in a classroom ponder the 

possibility of native ancestry, especially Cherokee or Blackfoot ancestry, especially traced through or to a 

grandmother? 

 In order to reach a finer grained understanding of the composition of black America, we must see 

these historical patterns, contemporary communities, and cultural narratives of black lives in native spaces -

- and consider the ways in which a black-white binary, and indeed, a red-white binary, has often occluded 

our interpretive vision. By offering indigeneity as a lens through which to refract black life as part of the 

project of drawing a picture of black cultural complexity, I do not suggest that this lens ought to be rose-

colored. We cannot deny, nor should we, that the largest populations of Native American and African 

American people were brought together by the forces of colonialism and slavery, nor that the children and 

families birthed of black and native unions came into being and persisted in the context of injustice and 

suffering. In the 1600s and 1700s, black people, like their European captors, were newcomers to North 

America whose livelihood depended on indigenous land takings. Native American southerners owned 

approximately five thousand African American slaves between the late 1700s and 1865, and narratives of 

those formerly enslaved people reveal a catalogue of familiar abuses, as well as an indication that native 
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slavery was, in some places and times, more flexible than American slavery.6 Black students at Hampton 

Institute under the direction of Booker T. Washington in the late 1800s learned that they stood on a higher 

level of civilization than their native classmates.7 Black male soldiers in the U.S. military, known by Indians 

as “buffalo soldiers,” participated in the policing of native people on western reservations in the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth-centuries.  

But despite the wrongs perpetrated and harms endured in this tangled web of exploitation and 

survival, African Americans have recalled experiences in native places in words like those of the Cherokee 

Freedman quoted by historian Celia Naylor: “born and raised among these People, I don’t want to know 

any other.”8 And Native American studies scholars are beginning to think through the ways in which African 

American relationships to settler colonialism were distinct from those of Euro-Americans. Jodi Byrd, a 

Chickasaw literary scholar and colonial studies theorist who has acknowledged her own nation’s role in 

holding blacks as bondspeople, determined that a separate word, “arrivants,” is needed to capture the 

difference between black dwellers and white “settlers” on native lands.9 Today, descendants of these 

“arrivants” carry knowledge of past and present existences within indigenous spaces. We can trace those 

lives, however faintly at times, in documented histories as well as in cultural memories.  

The field of African American history has long been conscious of the import of indigenous space in 

African American lives.  In his 1920 article titled “The Relations of Negroes and Indians in Massachusetts,” 

Carter G. Woodson wrote: “One of the longest unwritten chapters in the history of the United States is that 

treating of the relations of the Negroes and the Indians.”  In perhaps the earliest detailed historical 

investigation of this topic, Woodson set out in this work to remedy that erasure. Publications on this 

subject by Carter G. Woodson and his peers, James Hugo Johnston and Kenneth Porter, appeared mainly 

in the Journal of Negro History from the 1920s through the 1930s.10 But after a wave of scholarship in that 

journal, this line of questioning fell into the footnotes with the exceptions of colonial historians like Gary 

Nash and Peter H. Wood, who examined black and native intersections, and William Loren Katz, who 
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penned the popular history, Black Indians: A Hidden Heritage, originally aimed at a young adult readership.11 

While African American history turned to important studies of black slave culture, the black family, and 

black politics in the 1950s through the 1980s, documenting African American life in Native American 

spaces mostly became the purview of ethnohistorians. These scholars, working on Native American history 

and cultures in a field that had developed out of the research needs of the federal Indian Claims 

Commission, noted the existence of slavery among southern Indian tribes in the 1970s and 1980s. While 

valuable to African American history, these ethnohistorical studies focused on Native American historical 

actors and the structuring relationship between Indian tribes and colonial and federal powers. With a few 

outliers, such as anthropologist Jack Forbes’s book Africans and Native Americans that pointed to an “American 

diaspora” in the context of the slave trade, such studies shined a light on the fact of black presence in native 

spaces, but with little description or interpretation of black experience, subjectivity, and action.12 The turn 

of the twenty-first century ushered in a plethora of full-length, scholarly studies of the places were 

blackness and Indianness meet. Books by historians with one or two feet firmly planted in African American 

history, like Celia Naylor, Barbara Krauthamer, Fay Yarbrough, Malinda Maynor Lowery, and Arica 

Coleman have investigated African American lives and identities in various slaveholding tribes and in states 

like Virginia where contact was greatest.13 These scholars’ questions and examinations have been 

invigorated and animated by  new directions in slavery and critical race studies, related to gender and 

sexuality, “rival geographies,”  informal economic networks, the textured fabric of kinship and community, 

scientific racism, migration, and citizenship.14 Native American history scholars, too, find their way more 

clearly now to seeing black lives in indigenous places, such as Andrew Lipman who ends his new book, The 

Saltwater Frontier: Indians and the Contest for the American Coast, with the words of an Afro-Native poet.15 

In the early twentieth century, in the throes of the early years of African American historical 

scholarship, black studies scholars argued that investigating indigeneity was integral to an understanding of 

black life in America. It has taken us, the inheritors of this intellectual tradition, a bit of time to fully realize 
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that vision. One future direction of the black past, then, is to continue drafting Carter Woodson’s 

“unwritten chapter” on the “relations of the Negroes and the Indians,” by exploring causes, consequences, 

and that will unveil the multiple meanings of “America” in the term “Black American.” 
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